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The Invitation Has, Indeed, Been Extended
The More Mankind Awakens, The Easier It Is For The Transition Of The Earth
There have been and are many prophecies coming out, and there will be many more as we move
closer and closer to the shifts and changes. Many are getting pictures that are the effect of the
generation in their own minds of how they need to understand the ripples that are coming to them.
We speak of probabilities because it is never certain what must eventuate for a change of vibration
to occur. And you can liken this to your own lives. Sometimes you need to be hit with a broom
handle to get your attention. At other times, a quiet whisper seems to be enough. (D&EC)
We would suggest that, because there is no separation, the more that souls choose to awaken and
to heal, the less the need for shocking circumstances to get their attention. The more mankind
awakens, the easier it is for the transition of the Earth.
It is always much wiser to use the incarnation you have, to get it right. Don't think about the old
ones; don't think about the ones that might come. Realize that right where you are, right where you
are, everything is perfect for your awakening.
You can awaken now, by choosing to teach only Love. And that must include to yourself. To Love
the Self is ultimately the final portal, for only when you truly Love yourself can you serve another.
Only when you Love yourself so much are you no longer willing to tolerate anything but the
presence of Christ in you. When you believe that you are so valuable that you should be treated like
a priceless jewel. Then, indeed, Christ will arise. For the Holy Son of God, who is but Christ, will
not come up and take his abode in a home unworthy of him. And what is that home? It's not the
body; it's the mind. Therefore, Love yourself.
When I once said, "Love your neighbor as yourself," I also meant that you had to Love yourself
before you could ever experience loving your neighbor. Therefore, to learn the way of Love,
practice with diligent forgiveness. Release expectation from anyone or anything. Create your
vertical alignment in the Mind of God. And seek not from the world what it does not possess: the
eternal and perfect Peace that birthed you and that you are seeking to recover. "Be you, therefore,
whole and perfect," means just that. Wake up! Get it right while you're on the planet. Let the mind
heal. Choose to be the presence of Love. Trust God above all things, and walk this world as the
meek who will inherit it. Be you, therefore, the presence of Love.
"And in my Father's house are many mansions"…which means that there are an infinite number
of dimensions in which you can come to make a new home, based on the quality of vibration that
you have brought yourself to in your understanding…and in your consciousness, which is nothing
more than your Love. But the only thing you can ever truly regret is that perhaps you resisted
giving that Love away, even up to the moment of death.
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And therefore, Love freely, Love abundantly, and Love without ceasing. And above all, Love the
Self that has been birthed in the mind of God, for no other reason than to live in the consciousness
of God.
Q: Could you give us an idea when this will materialize?
Beloved friend, it already has. And in your third-dimensional plane of time, you are witnessing the
process whereby that materialization occurs. In Reality, it is already finished, because God does
not think thoughts that arise incomplete. You are merely tuning in to what has already occurred.
I know that's a bit of a leap, but it's okay. Let yourself take it. You are merely choosing to allow
yourself to participate in what you've already done. For hear this: In Reality, the dream and the
process of awakening never occurred. For what has no effect has never happened. The dream, the
awakening of the dream, is already done. You might say you are watching the film. Film at 11:00.
Can you imagine a newscaster saying, "Mmm. All of creation has awakened today and returned
to the Holy Mind of God. Film at ll:00." And what you are experiencing is the watching of the
film. Like being within a hologram. Yes, and when are the specific parts going to manifest it and
involve you? When would you like them to manifest?
Q: Now.
Very well. Simply awaken tomorrow, and know it is finished. Let no doubt arise in your mind, and
simply allow the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, to reveal to you what has been finished. Imagine
a…what you call a supervisor at a construction site, building a beautiful building, and you come
by and you go, "How did this happen?" And he puts his arm around you and says, "Come. First I'll
show you the foundation, I'll show you the blueprint plans…" And yet, the whole time you're in
the building and your mind begins to tap in to the day they first brought the concrete to make the
foundation, then the steel girders, and then later the interior decorators putting the final
touches…as he describes for you the process whereby the very building in which you live was
created. The building is already there. You just don't see it yet. But it is settling in, and you will
see it. And when you see it, you will know, just like hundreds of other beings will know, "I've seen
it before." Not in another place and time, but because you've already experienced the completion.
Does that make sense?
Indeed. And what can stand against the Will of God? That is why those that are called to add to
and create this vibration must always rest in certainty. In knowingness. It is finished. What a
delightful way to spend time in the dream of separation. Something to think about. Indeed.
.....
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You Are, Therefore, Literally Creating A World With Every Breath
You Breathe and Every Thought You Think
You have come forth and awakened to your own call. You have heard me whisper to you in your
dreams and in your prayers and in your meditations, for always do I seek to join forth my power
with minds willing to think differently, willing to see differently, willing to act differently…willing
to be so outrageous that they would look upon the world that they have created and truly own that
there is nothing outside of them. Minds that are willing to entertain a new thought…what you
might call a new paradigm. Minds so outrageous as to be willing to believe that they can birth
Heaven on Earth. Such a mind is the mind of one that I call a friend. (FSC)
Therefore, it is not by accident, for there is no such thing, that those of you that have felt called
from something within your beingness to join together as a family, are called Friends of Shanti
Christo. For a friend is one who is choosing to retrain the mind to see only the face of Christ in
their brothers and sisters. A friend is one willing to put aside all perceptions of themselves as
limited, to recover and relearn and re-embrace and relive what it means to be the unlimited and
Holy and only begotten child of God. And if the world cannot tolerate that, then let the world pass
away. Let not the opinions of the world dictate to you what choice you will make in each moment.
For it holds no power over you save that which you extend from the unlimited Reality of what you
are.
Therefore, at any moment, when you feel fear, recognize that you have projected your power into
the objects, persons and circumstances of an illusory world and made the decision that that
circumstance, person or thing holds power over you. You are, therefore, literally creating a world
with every breath you breathe and every thought you think. And I have come forth to join with my
friends in calling us together to create a new world, a world where limitation is replaced by
unlimitedness…powerlessness by power…fear by Love…the world by Heaven.
.....

What You Hold As Your Highest Vision Within Yourself
Will Come To Be Reflected To You
There are many that would seek to teach you that the difference between Heaven and Hell is a
simple choice…and this is perfectly true. But it does not follow that the illusions you have chosen
to create can remain untransformed by your touch, by your embrace, by your willingness to own
them as a part of yourself. And because you have created this world, it must come to pass that if
you are to truly awaken to the Sonship, to the truth and the power of the Christ you are, that all that
you see and as far as you see comes to reflect the glory and the radiance that is the presence of
Christ reborn in every atom of Creation…in every wisp of breeze…in every root of every tree that
reaches deep into the body of your holy Mother to draw the nutrients that it needs into itself…that
every cry of anguish in your brother and sister is replaced by the expression of a celebratory joy
by a mind that knows night has disappeared and day has come.
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Therefore, take a moment now and join with me. Close the eyes of the body, and allow the
attention to turn within. And there, choose to look upon the world you have known and the world
that yet seems to be carrying on in its old insane ways. Recognize that that world has come forth
from you. And every hungry child and every suffering creature has come forth from a mind-set that
has said separation and suffering and lack and dis-ease and hunger and death are okay. Make no
judgment upon yourself, for you have been but the innocent dreamer of a dream that has not
truthfully changed one thing about you. And now, look upon that same world, that same planet,
that same solar system, that same universe that you would call your home, and see it changing its
vibration, if you will, its frequency, its color. See the collective mind of mankind no longer willing
to tolerate thoughts of limitation and fear. Imagine a world in which all beings that share life with
this precious planet of yours recognize all things as an aspect of itself. Recognize that all minds
merely awaken one day and say, “Hunger is a game that we’re tired of playing. Strife and lack and
inequality is a silly old dream and we’ll no longer have anything to do with it. That war and the
need for government…that poisoned waters and poisoned airs simply dissolve, as a thought
dissolves from the mind…because you have learned to make a new choice.
For because there is nothing outside of you, if you choose to live Heaven on Earth and embrace
that frequency and vibration like an innocent child would embrace his or her dream, know that it
must come to pass that what you hold as your highest Vision within yourself will come to be
reflected to you by what seems to be outside of you. And the reflection you will come to see is that
perfect birthing of Heaven on Earth that reflects back to you the radical Truth of who you are and
have always been and will remain eternally. Must Heaven come to be on Earth for a period of
thousands of years? Of course not. For time is not real. It will take only a moment’s complete
reflection in which all brothers and sisters see themselves as one another, and see only the
perfection of the presence of Christ.
And in that moment, the skies will be purified. In that moment, the waters will be purified. For the
Earth always serves to mirror what is going on within the consciousness of mankind. Mankind,
then, is the aperture through which all of Creation becomes aware of itself. And mind…through
the human mind…conflict, the illusion and the need of it, will come to be resolved as Armageddon
reaches its culmination, and peace descends upon the healed mind of Christ, shared equally by all.
.....

Your Light Will Grow Brighter, Your Vibration Will Become Stronger,
and More and More Will Be Called To Join With You
Come, then, to understand that Shanti Christo is but one aspect of vibration of that process
whereby many minds can be called to join with you in the frequency of Heaven on Earth. And as
the family grows, as more and more come to join with you and hold that insane frequency, as the
world would call it, your power will be joined, and you will express a power far greater than the
sum of its seemingly individual parts.
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And your Light will grow brighter, your vibration will become stronger, and more and more will
be called to join with you. That which you have chosen to participate in, then, means that you have
chosen to participate in the awakening of the Sonship. You…if you are hearing these words now,
you have already made the choice. And there is no turning back. You have chosen to join forces,
to dare to dream the undreamable dream to go beyond limitation and enter into the grandest
experiment ever brought forth within the mind of the Holy Son of God, who alone had the power
to dare to dream the dream of separation and who, therefore, alone has the power, the tenacity, the
wisdom, and the compassion, to dream the dream of Heaven on Earth.
.....

The Messiah Is Not One Individual, But The Collective Of The Christ Mind,
Enacted, Re-cognized, and Expressed Through The Choice For Holy Relationship
I have shared with you that the Ascension is already completed. That’s no big deal. That was done
for you in the moment you created time and the illusion of separation. It is called the gift of Grace.
For you cannot ascend under your own power. That Ascension having already been completed,
then wait for the process of the Son incarnating fully into the dream of materiality, into the very
dream of separation and space and time. And you are that one, you are that consciousness, you are
that radiance, you are that Light, choosing to bring the things of Heaven to Earth…or the things
of Reality to illusion…the things of Reality to dreams. That is what the body is about. No longer
a prison for you, but an opportunity to dare to be the presence of Christ, teaching only Love,
extending only forgiveness, abiding in perfect patience…which means to make power slowly. To
see that you are the one who has been willing to take on the sins of the world, which means you
are the one that has been willing to taste of everything unlike Christ…to experience everything
unlike Heaven on Earth. All for the experience of transforming it and, thereby, knowing that you
are the one of unlimited power that nothing can hold a candle to.
That is why you have created all of your challenges. It is why you have created all of your dreams
of lack and of suffering, and birth and death and love, so that you can have the experience of
realizing that there is a power in you that far transcends anything that the dream of separation could
dish out. You are like a scriptwriter, a movie producer, and you’ve about run the gamut of creating
war movies, drama. And now you are setting about the creation of the final dream…the final
enactment that can occur in time…the coming of the Messiah into the field of time. The Messiah
is not one individual, but the collective of the Christ Mind, enacted, re-cognized, and expressed
through the choice for Holy Relationship. That is the only choice that matters. And anything else
is the choice to adhere in the worn-out pattern of illusions and in illusions that can only be pain and
suffering and aloneness and death. But in holiness there is true intimacy, and in true intimacy there
is transcendence of space and time and bodies. And in the transcendence of time is the return of
peace. And in the return of peace, it is as if the dream never was.
.....
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Shanti Christo: The Playful Expression Of Unlimitedness, and The Willingness
To Experience The Very Process Whereby Heaven Comes To Earth
Understand well, then, that I call you forth to join with me in that which could be called the
frequency or vibration of Shanti Christo. The Peace of Christ. is that vibration or frequency that
must come to all minds in all dimensions in all worlds, like a note struck from a crystal glass that
resonates throughout the whole of Creation. This very sound of it soothes all ripples upon the
oceans of Creation and restores all things to the Perfect Holiness found only in the union of Father
and Son, Creator and Created, God and Christ.
And you thought you were just going to have a bit of fun and see how all of this works out. And
yet, I say unto you that is exactly the attitude to carry. Those of you that are choosing to join forth
as this family in this grand experiment, hold the attitude of playfulness. Use your very relationship
to the idea of Shanti Christo as an opportunity to discover where you might still be lingering in the
shadows of limitation. Come to see that you…you, the listener to these very words, are the one
who has the power to manifest the peace of Christ. Don’t wait on anybody else. You are that one.
And by choosing to live as if unlimitedness and Heaven in Earth were already present, you will
discover that you are the one who is the maker of all worlds. You are the Redeemer of all worlds.
You are the one bold enough to have dreamed the dream of separation, and you now, in the only
moment that can ever exist…which is now…have the power to manifest the Peace of Christ upon
this Earth.
Therefore, the invitation has, indeed, been extended. And it is not by accident that some have
chosen to step forward, some to wait in the wings, and some to deny it as totally ridiculous. If there
was no thought of ridiculousness, the drama of bringing Heaven to Earth would not be what it is.
Therefore, know well, not only do I support this Vision, this dream, this transformation, but I am
enjoined in this process wholeheartedly, as I am with many endeavors that are aspects of the
transformation occurring in human consciousness. I never tire of seeking out any mind anywhere
that is willing to think a new thought.
Think not, then, that you are alone, for you are not. There are many who you might perceive to be
without bodies, who will join with you and bring their power to merge with yours, to bring about
all things that serve the manifestation of a certain frequency, an idea, a conception, a picture, a
Truth, a Reality, that carries with it the note struck as if from a crystal glass. The note, the crystal
note, that signals to Creation that the Holy Son of God arises from an ancient sleep, and moves to
take His proper place at the right hand of God…which only means to be right-minded, to think
only as Christ would think, to Love only as Christ would Love, to do and express only as Christ
would do and express. To laugh outrageously at the insanity of having ever believed that you could
limit the power of God’s Love in you and through you. How ridiculous.
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But that thought is what has birthed all worlds of separation. Now has the time for healing come.
Now is the time for the descent of Light upon us all. For the rebirth of Heaven on Earth touches
everything and every mind in Creation and, therefore, your healing is my healing, for you are my
brother and my sister. And where you choose healing, I can join with you in the sacred dance of
a perfect intimacy given to us and not created by us, but given by the very Grace of that Love that
has birthed us and given us the power to be aware…to know that Creation is to celebrate the
presence of our Father, who abides in the midst of our relationship.
This is what Shanti Christo is all about. The playful expression of unlimitedness, and the
willingness to experience the very process whereby Heaven comes to Earth. Remember that the
body itself is the Earth. Remember that your lower mind is also the Earth. Therefore, the very
process of Shanti Christo will bring forth for you an acceleration of those ways and experiences
that can teach you that you are as your Father has created you to be. And the very process of the
descent of Light, of the Messiah to the Earth, is the process whereby you…you, the
one…remembers the Truth of him or herself, and allows Christ to be birthed with full majesty right
where you are. To the very cells of the body that you have thought is what you are.
.....

I Promised You I Would Come For You To Make All Things New Again,
By The Joining Of Our Power In A Perfect Intimacy Of Holy Relationship!
So we will see, then, where your willingness lies…where your commitment is. There can be no
punishment or judgment, of course, and you are infinitely free to choose anew at any time you
wish. You can get off the train, or you can ride it to its end. The choice is always yours, and always
will I be with you. Once when I walked upon this Earth as a man, I dared to think the thought of
Atonement. I dared to think the thought that perhaps what the scriptures were saying was True: I
was my Father’s child, so what would happen if I acted like it? And I learned that by acting like
it, I learned that it was True. And I learned what it meant to be unlimited forever, and to live in a
state of perfect Grace, expressing only perfect Love. And I might add, it was an adventure and a
process well worth it. For what can hold value except what is Real? The commitment to be the
incarnation of Christ is the only choice that has any value in Reality. Everything else is a dream,
an illusion, a self-denial.
Therefore, indeed, be prepared, for much, what you might call new information will be given.
There will be quite specific things given and taught to help align the energetic of this family, to
increase the power, the magnitude of the Light that it sends forth, for it is the expression of Light
which is singular and not conflicted that creates miracles. And through miracles, those yet sleeping
can be stirred to waking.
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Just as each and every one of you now listening to these words has been stirred by some form of
a miracle that has touched your Heart and your mind and the cells of your body, and reminded you
of an ancient and perfect Truth...and awakened you to the recognition that the bell has rung. The
family is coming back together at that time well prophesied. And all of you know that I am your
friend, and that I promised you I would come for you in the end of time, to set all things aright, and
to make all things new again, by the joining of our power in a Perfect Intimacy of Holy
Relationship.
~Jeshua
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